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Adacel Awarded $2 Million Tower Simulator Ordered by FAA 
New contact extends the presence of Adacel System simulators at FAA facilities across the country 
 
Orlando, Fla. (October 24) – Adacel Systems announced today that it has received an order valued 
at $2 million (US $1.6 million) to supply three MaxSim® air traffic control tower simulators to the 
US Federal Aviation Administration (FAA).  
 
This new order will support facilities in Chicago, IL, Miami, FL, and Ontario, CA, and be used to 
train developmental air traffic hired into those facilities. The MaxSim® simulation system will allow 
trainers to test, among many things, the security techniques, disaster management skills, and gate-to-
gate management of aircraft, thus ensuring a safer flying environment.  
 
“We are excited to have secured this new contract with the FAA,” said Adacel Systems North 
American CEO Fred Sheldon. “We value the relationship we have established with the aviation 
community across the United States, and believe this new order validates the quality and excellence 
of the MaxSim product line. It is the air traffic control simulator of choice for controllers worldwide, 
and we know that its installation in facilities around the world has made the skies safer for all 
travelers.” 
 
The FAA already operates eleven MaxSim® tower simulators. 
 
 
About Adacel MaxSim Simulator 
 
The Adacel MaxSim® range of air traffic simulators is the leading Air Traffic Control simulation 
product suite in the world, having been selected by NASA, U.S. Air Force and over thirty air 
navigation service providers around the world for both radar control and visual control tower 
training. 
 
MaxSim Tower and MaxSim Radar are the premier simulation solutions that meet the pressing 
needs of our community. Capable of integrated tower and radar operations, MaxSim Tower and 
MaxSim Radar have the flexibility to be operated in standalone configurations, or in multiple 
independent scenarios. 
 
MaxSim products provide the functionality and features to address many areas, including: traffic 
flow studies, effective and efficient training of aviation personnel, airport sighting studies, gate-to-
gate management, development of new airspace and airport management, techniques and 
procedures, disaster management planning and airport and aviation security studies. 
 
 
 
About Adacel  
 
Adacel is a software technology and systems integration leader across the globe. The company is a 
leading developer of critical security, aviation (air traffic management), speech recognition, and 
defense simulation and security systems for government and business entities.  
 



Adacel’s products can be found in more than 30 countries. With a stringent commitment to 
customer support and extensive research and development, Adacel is recognized as a leader in 
simulation system integration and software development.  
 
Adacel was established in 1987 and listed on the ASX in 1998 (ASX: ADA). The Company’s U.S. 
operations area headquartered in the I-4 Technology Corridor of Orlando, Florida. Adacel has 
offices in Washington, D.C., Montreal Canada, Melbourne, Australia and Manchester, United 
Kingdom. 
 
For more information please visit us at www.adacel.com 
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